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The verbs ir and dar are irregular, meaning they do not follow the standard rules for conjugating
-ir and -ar verbs. They do, however, share a pattern of conjugation: The Infinitive Recognize an
infinitive when you see one. To sneeze, to smash, to cry, to shriek, to jump, to dunk, to read, to
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Welcome to this week's writing lesson from: MyEnglishTeacher.net: To Infinitive And Beyond!
Lesson Topic: Infinitives. To help the poor people of. The Infinitive Recognize an infinitive when
you see one. To sneeze, to smash, to cry, to shriek, to jump, to dunk, to read, to eat, to slurp —all
of these. This article teaches students of Spanish to use the "ir + a + infinitive" construction
correctly for expressing future actions. This construction is also known as the.
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This article teaches students of Spanish to use the "ir + a + infinitive" construction correctly for
expressing future actions. This construction is also known as the.
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Use the formula below to fill in the blanks: ir + a + infinitive = future. Say the sentence. Example:
Yo ______ la verdad. - I am going to tell the truth. Answer: Yo . Using ''Ir + a + Infinitive'' to Talk
About the Near Future. The meat of what you say is the infinitive verb.. Start your free trial to
access this entire worksheet. IR + a + infinitive Translation Sheet. Chapters 3 and 4 verbs.
Translate the following sentences in to Spanish using the ir (voy, vas, va, vamos, van) +a+
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The verbs ir and dar are irregular, meaning they do not follow the standard rules for conjugating
-ir and -ar verbs. They do, however, share a pattern of conjugation: Welcome to this week's
writing lesson from: MyEnglishTeacher.net: To Infinitive And Beyond! Lesson Topic: Infinitives.
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One such expression combines the verb ir (conjugated) with an infinitive. The preposition “a” is ir
a + infinitive = to be going to do something (in the near future). This worksheet provides students
with the opportunity to practice working with regular -IR verbs. Spanish Irregular YO Verbs
Conjugations Notes from Spanish . IR + a + infinitive Translation Sheet. Chapters 3 and 4 verbs.
Translate the following sentences in to Spanish using the ir (voy, vas, va, vamos, van) +a+
infinitive .
This article teaches students of Spanish to use the "ir + a + infinitive" construction correctly for
expressing future actions. This construction is also known as the. The Infinitive Recognize an
infinitive when you see one. To sneeze, to smash, to cry, to shriek, to jump, to dunk, to read, to
eat, to slurp —all of these.
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